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The talk continues the series of Single Spin Asymmetry (SSA) pi0 inclusive mea-
surements carried out at Protvino 70 GeV accelerator. The asymmetry in the
polarized target fragmentation region grows up in absolute value with xF decreas-
ing and equals to (−16 ± 5)% at −0.4 < xF < −0.25. The result of the current
experiment is in agreement with the universal threshold in pion asymmetries.
The experiment was carried out at the PROZA-M experimental set-up 1
in U-70 Protvino accelerator at 1996. In previous measurements performed
in Protvino2–5 we observed significant asymmetry in the reaction pi− +
p↑ → pi
0+X at the central and the polarized target fragmentation regions,
whereas the asymmetry in the reaction p+p↑ → pi
0+X in the central region
was compatible with zero. Present talk is devoted to SSA measurement at
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up PROZA-M; S1-S3 – scintillation counters, H1-H2 – two-
coordinate hodoscopes, EMC – electromagnetic calorimeter, target - polarized target.
small negative values of xF in the reaction p + p↑ → pi
0 +X .
A 70 GeV proton beam extracted from the U-70 main ring with the use
of bent crystal had intensity in the range (3−6) ·107 protons/10 sec. cycle.
Frozen polarized target (C3H8O2) with a dilution factor D ≈ 10 operated
with 80% average polarization (see Fig. 1). γ-quanta were detected by elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (144 lead glasses) placed 2.8 m downstream target
at 21.5◦ on respect to the beam direction. Three scintillation counters S1-
S3 and two hodoscopes H1-H2 were used for beam particle detection and
zero level trigger. First level trigger provided the events selection with the
energy deposited in the calorimeter above 1 GeV.
The asymmetry was calculated as
AN =
D(xF, pT )
Ptarget
·ArawN (xF, pT ) =
D(xF, pT )
Ptarget
·
n↑(xF, pT )− n↓(xF, pT )
n↑(xF, pT ) + n↓(xF, pT )
(1)
where Ptarget – average target polarization;D - target dilution factor. The
azimuthal angle was closed to 180◦, thus we neglected the SSA dependence
on cosφ.
Measurements were performed at narrow solid angle (see Fig.2), pi0-mass
width was in range 11-17 MeV/c2 for different kinematic regions.
False asymmetry was compatible with zero (Fig. 3). The asymmetry was
also close to zero at small absolute values of xF and grows in magnitude with
|xF| increase. The combined result (−16± 5)% is in agreement with other
experiments in polarized particle fragmentation region: AN = (12.4±1.4)%
at E704 (FNAL)6, (14 ± 4)% at STAR (BNL)7 in the reaction p↑ + p →
pi0 +Xand (13.8± 3.8)% in the reaction pi− + p↑ → pi
0 +X at PROZA-M
(Protvino)3.
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional distribution on pT and xF (a) and Two-gamma mass spec-
trum (b)
The result is in good agreement with the observation of the universal
threshold Ecms
0
in SSA if the particle is formed from valence quark, which
polarization follows the nucleon polarization8. The summary of the univer-
sal threshold search for non-zero results is presented in the Table 1. All the
data were fitted by the function:
AN =
{
0 , if E < E0
k · (E − E0) , if E ≥ E0
(2)
The value of Ecms0 equals to (1.5± 0.2) GeV for current experiment.
We are planning to carry out new experiment to improve the accuracy
and to measure asymmetry at different angles. The detector of 720 cells
will be placed on 30◦ to cover −0.8 < xF < −0.25 region.
Figure 3. False (left) and real (right) pi0 asymmetry
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Table 1. The search of the universal threshold in the center of mass frame for
different experiments
Reaction Energy Ecms
0
, GeV χ2/N k · (Ecmsmax − E
cms
0
), %
p↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 13.3 1.26± 0.1 0.9 52± 6
p↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 18.5 1.46± 0.15 0.85 63± 16
p↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 21.92 1.57± 0.1 0.9 68± 6
p↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 40 1.64± 0.15
p↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 200 1.68± 0.25 1.1 52± 5
pi− + p↑ → pi
0 +X 40 1.67± 0.15 1.5 107± 26
pi− + p↑ → pi
0 +X 40 1.76± 0.2 0.7 36± 14
p+ p↑ → pi
0 +X 24 1.7± 0.15 0.6 334± 165
p+ p↑ → pi
0 +X 70 1.5± 0.2 0.15 50± 15
p↑ + p→ pi
0 +X 200 2.1± 0.3 0.5 26± 5
p¯↑ + p→ pi
0 +X 200 0.9± 0.6 0.5 13± 4
p↑ + p→ pi
− +X 21.92 1.95± 0.1 0.5 −87± 11
p↑ + p→ pi
− +X 200 2.9± 0.2 <0.1 −51 ± 6
p¯↑ + p→ pi
+ +X 200 3.1± 0.5 <0.1 −59± 16
p¯↑ + p→ pi
− +X 200 1.0± 2.2 0.1 25± 15
Conclusion
— SSA in the reaction p + p↑ → pi
0 + Xwas measured at 70 GeV in the
kinematic region −0.4 < xF < −0.1 and 0.9 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c.
— Asymmetry equals zero at−0.2 < xF < −0.1 and 0.5 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c,
and AN = (−16± 5)% at −0.4 < xF < −0.25 and 1.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV/c.
— The asymmetry starts to grow up at Ecms
0
= (1.5± 0.2) GeV in agree-
ment with the universal threshold. This behavior can be explained inside
constituent quark model9.
— New measurements will be carried out in next two years in the p+p↑ →
pi0 +Xreaction at the target fragmentation region.
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